
Tips, Tricks and Advice from your local “IT Guru” 

 

This month I want to talk to you online shopping. One of the most common questions I get asked is “Is it safe?” 

The simple answer is yes, as long as you take a few simple precautions. I’ve been shopping on the Internet for at 

least 12 years and have never had a problem and as long as you are careful, neither should you. First, if you 

don’t already have one, get yourself a credit card. I know lots of people don’t like them and would rather use a 

debit card, and that’s good sense, but in this case credit cards are better as they provide you with much greater 

protection. Without going into too much detail, if you use a credit card to buy something and it all goes wrong, 

there’s a good chance you can get your money back through the card company. This is not the case with debit 

cards. Second, I know it sound obvious, but always shop on reputable sites. Any store that has a high street 

presence is usually a safe bet and all the big online stores like Amazon, iTunes, Dell, Apple and Microsoft are 

perfectly okay. Try to make sure whichever shop you use has a telephone number you can use to contact them 

rather than just an email address; it’s always nice to be able to talk to someone when you think something has 

gone wrong. The places I would steer clear off, unless you really know what you are doing (and I’m sure this will 

upset a few people) are sites like eBay. I know there are hundreds of thousands of reputable sellers on eBay, I’ve 

bought tons of stuff off the site and not had a problem, but there are also plenty of less reliable people selling as 

well, and I think for new online shoppers it pays to start simple. For someone just starting out, the whole auction, 

Buy Now and PayPal concept can be a bit overwhelming. Wherever you choose to buy from, keep all the emails 

concerning the purchase and try and make sure the delivery is going to be at a convenient time. Lots of couriers 

will only attempt to deliver twice then it’s up to you to collect the goods, usually from some godforsaken industrial 

estate in the middle of nowhere! But, most of all, don’t get taken in by seemingly incredible deals; remember if 

something looks too good too be true, it probably is. 

The second thing I want to talk about is digital photography. Summer is just around the corner, and soon you’ll all 

be off on holiday snapping away with your fancy new digital cameras. When you get home, what happens to all 

those pictures? Well, from what I’ve seen, they will stay on the memory card, in the camera, and will be  shown to 

people using the tiny screen on the camera itself. 

There is a better way! Most cameras come with a lead to plug into the computer. You should ignore the CD’s that 

came with the camera itself, as these are often confusing, and just plug the lead into your PC. As long as you 

have Windows XP or newer, the PC will pop up a window asking what you want to do. Somewhere on that list will 

be an option to copy pictures to the PC, and once it has done that you should be able to find them in the (My) 

Pictures folder. This way, you can view them full screen in glorious detail in the picture viewer built in to Windows. 

Better still, download and install Picasa from picasa.google.com. It’s free and will manage everything about your 

photos, allowing editing and retouching, plus the ability to backup all your precious pictures to disk or memory 

stick. It can do an awful lot more, such as face recognition and advanced editing, but I’ll leave that for you to 

discover. 

If you have any questions or anything you would like me to cover in this column, email me at look@4-

11consultants.co.uk 

David runs 4-11 Consultants, a local company specialising in home and small business computer problems and 

can be contacted on 01206736161 
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